B.M.C MCCI Balanced Moving Coil

The Drumbeat

J

oseph Haydn’s symphony Nr. 94 in G
major is also known as “The one with
the drumbeat” – this refers to the 2nd
movement: In the passage in question the
whole orchester makes a surprising
fortissimo leap. “What,” you may ask
yourself, “has this to do with the Phono
Amplifier presented here?” Well, with this
piece of equipment the team around
Carlos Candeias present a Phono
amplifier which not only varies from
others of its type in its technical approach
and implementation but also in the
acoustic impact which it brings into
effect. The B.M.C. MCCI – let so much be
put on record right at the start – will,
according to my prognosis, cause a
mighty furore in the Phono world and
will hit it like the beat of a drum. In a
nutshell: A debut like a clap of thunder.
Basic Technical Information

But one thing after another. Let us start
with a short description of the basis
technical considerations which induced
B.M.C. to implement their concept. On
the one hand there is the commitment to
MovingCoil cartridges and on the other,

the necessity for balanced operation. As
MC cartridges are already balanced in
their construction, this mode of
operation is a logical, sensible step which
has, however, due to old conventions,
not been able to assert itself on the mass
market. The Basic Technical Consider
ations at B.M.C. are as follows:
The B.M.C. MCCI PHONO is a completely
balanced, passively equalized, free from
any negative feedback, MovingCoil
Phono Amplifier with Current Injection
input (CI) and LEFSingleEndedClassA
output. It also offers automatic gain
adjustment, possesses a SubsonicFilter
just in case it is needed, is fitted with
highest
quality
components
and
comprises numerous other features – to
name them all would be to go too far
here, but at this point just a brief
overview:
Circuitry and Connections

According to the manufacturer the
circuitry works as follows: Currect
Injection (CI) stands for a current input
in which the MC cartridge itself becomes
part of the amplifier. The MC cartridge
works as a generator which injects its
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current into a system of balanced DC
currents, directly creating an amplified
output voltage. CI uses the original
current of the cartridge and the amplified
voltage therefore has a very precise
analogy to the source signal. Actually, this
CI is rather an I/V converter than an
amplifier. Loss of dynamics, distortions
and discolorations of the signal are
therefore kept minimally low. The
CurrentInjectionInputCircuit
is
an
unusual application of the commonbase
circuit, which is known for widest
bandwidth, lowest distortion, best
dynamics and, is, therefore, the “most
musical” of the three basic circuits. It has,
however, the disadvantage of a low
impedance entrance and a high
impedance output. Luckily this circuit fits
in ideally with our best audiophile
sources:
MC
systems
and
D/A
conversions. For decades developers of
some of the worldwide best MC
amplifiers have been using this common
base circuitry. However, the MC system
can only be uncompromisingly hooked
up to a commonbase circuit by using an
unearthed ,symmetrical entrance. The
current for operating the CI results from
the generator impedance and the
impedance of the CI input. In this way
the resulting gain widely adjusts
automatically to different MC cartridges,
as
a
HighOutputMCSystem
may
generate higher voltage but, due to
higher impedance, it reduces the current.
The whole signal proceeding is done in
two short gain stages. Due to the fact of
no feedback there is also no need for
excess gain. Basically there many ways of
building lowdistortion voltage amplifiers,
but, in the end, a stable current driver is
always required. However, these also
have disadvantages: Compulsory ClassA
operation as well as higher, even
numbered distortions. LEF (Load Effect
Free)
SingleEnded
ClassA
avoids
distortions by keeping the outputdriving
transistor within its characteristic curves.
Evennumbered distortions are elimin
ated by the fully symmetrical operating
mode.
Much more could be said, but I would

like to leave it at the above depiction –
hear for yourself how sophisticated
technology
can
provide
listening
indulgence of a rare kind. It remains to
be said: Only unearthed symmetrical
connections may be used. With faulty
connections the pickup cartridge and/or
the appliance itself may be damaged.
Special care must therefore be taken here.
This should not, however, lead to
misgivings: The very detailed, carefully
compiled instruction handbook illustrates
all the possible modes of connections in
great detail. Should you still be in doubt,
your retailer will be able to give you
further help.
There is a largely flexible choice of pickup
cartridge. With the CurrentInjection
Input, higher output voltages play no
part, as the current is exploited and not
the voltage. The ideal playmates for the
Phono MCCI are, in particular, MC
systems of middle to lower impedance
and output voltage. So my Shelter 90x
should prove to be the exactly the right
partner.
Let us now come to the purpose of
equipment technology, namely, to
present music. Vinylis alive, the classical
sound recording medium in the form of a
gramophone record is experiencing a
reincarnation at the present time. Many
people are searching for a suitable
phonostage which is right for them and
which will realize the potential of their
MC systems. And this is exactly where
B.M.C.’s phonostage offers the ambitious
listener the possibility to immerse himself
in the especial fascination of gramophone
record reproduction. This is what
happened to me. Inspired by the first
reports about this appliance at the
Highend 2009, I decided that I wanted to
experience this myself. Up to then I had
been listening to my MC system Shelter
90x – mounted in a compressorriven
Kuzma Airline Tangential pick up on a
Feickert Twin – connected to the
integrated MC stage of my Ambrosia 2000
by Bongiorno. That sounded quite
satisfactory and having consulted other
external
phonoamplifiers
for

comparison, the wish for a change never
really arose. But now my curiosity was
aroused and I wanted to get to the
bottom of the thing myself and find out
what could still be achieved.
A look at the outer appearance of the
appliance made me nod my head in
agreement: High quality workmanship,
individual design – outstanding here the
on and off rotating wheel, mounted
centrally at the front – and solid to the
touch. At the front are two further, in my
opinion very useful, pushbuttons: One
for dimming the display – I find that very
good as when I am concentrating on
listening I don’t want to feel like I’m in
the pilot’s cabin of a jet where diverse
lamps are always flashing – and a mute
button which silences the output which
can be very useful when changing records
and you don’t want to hear the record
being lifted and lowered.
At the back of the appliance can be found
the 3pin terminal of the mains supply
and the unearthed balanced inputs
together with balanced and unbalanced
outputs.
Acoustic Impressions

Now what does all this mean for the
music lover? Is this novel technical
concept audibly superior to others? How
does it differ from its competitors? What
effect does it have on me?
The last question comes to my ears
immediately and very clearly. After the
last notes of Georg Danzer’s “Peace
before the Storm” had faded – the first
record that I had listened to intensively –
I was fighting for inner poise. What was
that? I had never experienced the like
before. What an intensive penetration
into the music, what positively leaping
dynamics! Dynamics is the keyword: Not
meant as a superficial sensation of
loudness, but more in the sense of the
way differences in loudness can be
unleashed, how they can develop, the
finest nuances be made perceptible and
and thereby manifesting the colours of
sound. To put it casually, a board of
sound which sweeps away all else that
you knew before. After this storm I

wanted to explore its limits. If such a
stirring presentation was possible with
this “normal recording”, what would what
would it be like with very critical
recordings or with very dynamic ones? In
order to verify these questions I took
“Esther” off the shelf, a record by ATR
mastercut, a recording which goes to the
limit of endurance especially in the area
of high tones and discloses mercilessly
the weaknesses in the chain of
reproduction. The voice can then become
really irritating, and so always a
touchstone for all equipment. And this
leads to the second experience of a
special kind, namely voice reproduction.
This is a key skill of the B.M.C. Phono
preliminary stage, which will be
confirmed later. Esther’s voice becomes
as clear as a bell and even when
presented at full volume it is very natural,
realistic and plausible. Not a trace of
roughness or unclarity….. respect! Not
many can do it like that.
After that a direct cut: Joe Marcinkiewicz,
“Blue”, 45rpm. Musically, a fusion session
awaits the listener, where not only the
two vocalists Robinson and DeBear
provide a “funky feeling”. Groovy brass
instruments and especially the percussion
create again and again a feeling of
astonishment in the listener concerning
what this LP can offer. You must also take
into consideration the high demands
made on the reproduction chain,
beginning with the drive, which must
maintain the 45 revolutions exactly,
through to the loudspeaker, which must
reproduce the impulsive music faultlessly.
While listening, pure rapture engulfs me.
A positively breathtaking impulsiveness
leaps out at me from the sound
converters, lively, multifaceted, at the
same time retaining the typically
individual sound of the instruments. That
has got class.
Its power lies in tranquility

In the next step I wanted to follow up my
surmise that this apparent “dynamics
miracle” could only be experienced when
silence prevails. You will now probably
think: “Silence and dynamics – don’t they
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exclude one another? What has the one to
do with the other?” Well, I am convinced
that the finest differences in loudness can
only completely unfold when there is
absolute silence in between them. First of
all I switched on the phono and turned
up the volume control of my amplifier.
The result was that it stayed as far as
possible totally quiet. No hissing. Silence.
I stress this point because it is not to be
taken for granted in phono stages. In
regard to this I have, over the years, had
quite different experiences with the most
diverse phono stages. But it is this silence
which is necessary in order for the
dynamics to fully unfold and for the
listener to be able to experience the
resulting effect. I still always take piano
music for this. A piano played passage
should remain piano. Softly played piano
passages are eminently suitable for an
appraisal of the quietness of a sound
pattern. I could follow this very well
when I put on Chopin’s Nocturne Op. 9
No.2. Here the dynamics unfold from the
quietness and the strength of the touch.
Other, rather calmer recordings followed
and my impression was confirmed and
strengthened. This phono amplifier plays
out of tranquility. It lets the music unfold
and breathe, giving the necessary space to
the nuances. Notes last longer, linger
longer and take longer to die out.
Coming into being and dying away. This
has a positively calming effect on me as a
listener, it is not only superior, but more
natural, more original, more authentic;
one feels oneself drawn into the
recording. This happens, so to say,
involuntarily. The B.M.C. masters with
consummate ease any pitfalls which could
emerge in music reproduction. With this
phono preliminary stage every recording
gains in persuasive power.

My next thought was that the high cross
talk attenuation would inevitably lead to a
formidable spatial imaging. In order to
give my ears an enduring impression of
this, I chose only a few records which are
considered
suitable
for
spatial
representation. I wanted to examine
more closely exactly this ability to
reproduce the room where they played.
First of all I put “Harry Belafonte –
Belafonte at Carnegie Hall” in the Living
Stereo Pressing on the turntable. A
classic. I think everyone knows it and has
it … unfortunately, it is demonstrated at
every HiFi fair to excess … But that
should not stop anyone from letting their
ears
experience
this
grandiose
contemporary document if he wants to
assess the quality of spatial presentation.
With this record you can really be right in
the middle of it, not only present while
listening. To the quality of the recording
can be said that it is hardly possible to
better it – here, the most notorious of all
“offenders from conviction” of the RCA
LivingStereoFraction were at work …..
and if someone coughs in the seventh
row in seat fourteen, it is flawlessly to be
heard and traced. Not without reason is
there also an EightLPVinylReissue with
45rpm. So, on to the turntable, lower the
needle, and come on! And what happens
now with the B.M.C. concerning spatial
representation requires a gun license.
Anyone who didn’t know beforehand that
a lot of wood was used in the
construction of the venerable Carnegie
Hall can now easily be convinced of this
acoustically. That is how it must have
sounded live. An enormous stage on
which you can hear Belafonte moving
around, who is positioned where with his
accompanying instrument and how the
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sound reverberates in the hall. A spatiality
emerges from all this which strikes the
listener uncannily, an unimagined depth
– and one can also sense the size of the
hall from the width of the stage and the
vertical proportions. The same room, this
time with a recording of The Weavers
“Reunion at Carnegie Hall 1963”. Simply
wonderful how the live atmosphere of
this marvellous concert from the year
1963 is brought into one’s living room. In
“Ramblin’ Boy” the balance between
nearness and distance of voice and
accompanying instrument is almost
tangible, so vivid is the presentation. And
so record after record finds its way on to
the turntable. The longer I listen, the less
I try to analyze what I hear, to pay heed
to what is presented in which way, and
surrender to the pure enjoyment of
listening. There I am presented with
music cast from the same mould, the
celebrated goose pimples appear, one
feels touched, stirred, emotionally
moved. Is this not what the music lover is
ultimately seeking for and wishes? With
this phono stage it succeeds – to immerse
oneself in the world of music. In the past,
I often felt as though I were being ripped
out of a wonderful dream when the
empty groove started to crackle and
signalled to me: “The performance is
over”. Luckily I don’t have to stand up
and leave, but can leave the curtain open
for yet another performance. Put on the
next record and the show goes on. In the
long term this phono stage can be
addictive, one becomes a slave to the
magic of sound and a listening session
lasts for hours. One doesn’t want to tear
oneself away.

In an nutshell

With the B.M.C. Phono MCCI the
soinclined record lover receives a
thoroughly solid appliance of highgrade
workmanship for fans and users of MC
systems. The technical concept of
balancing shows in practice clear
advantages as opposed to other kinds of
connections and drives. The acoustic
implications are clearly comprehensible
and put this appliance in a league of
sound which, up to now, was reserved
exclusively for shockingly expensive
phonos. I can only congratulate Carlos
Candeias and his colleagues on this
formidable phono preliminary stage. To
return to my introductory words: it will
strike into the HiFi scene like a bomb.
The beat of the drum. The MCCI will
create a furore. I am fully convinced of
this, for it offers so much more
perceptible quality of music in records
that it almost seems to be a bargain.
Review by FRANZ KRÄMER
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